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Special Issue 

Equifax Cyberattack 

We have been providing a series on Cyber Security and during the process, Equifax announced that it 

was hacked. This is a big deal. They indicated that 143,000,000 people were exposed. They hold your 

bank account and credit card information. In recent article, the authors indicated that it was the third 

time they were hacked! Credit card numbers for 209,000 customers were stolen and documents with 

personal information used in disputes for 182,000 people were accessed. The last two had W-2 data 

taken.  

Equifax has a special website to handle the volume. Go to https://www.equifaxsecurity2017.com and go 

to the Check Potential Impact tab. Submit your last name and last six digits of your social security 

number and they will let you know if your data was impacted. I found out mine was. They offered a free 

service for credit protection if you enroll by November 21, 2017. I started to do it, but had to give more 

personal information and with three hacks in two years, clearly, they have some security issues, so I 

didn’t feel comfortable providing more information to them.  

They do suggest that you freeze your credit reports to avoid issues in the near future and repetitively 

check bank account information. Put notification of withdrawals or payments from the accounts, if 

possible. I froze my credit reports on Equifax. To do so, they have a special website, 

www.freeze.equifax.com. You can call in to request it as well. The number is 1-800-685-1111. They will 

issue you a long PIN that you need to keep. It will allow you to turn off the freeze with that PIN and then 

refreeze it if you need to. 

That’s not the end however. You should freeze all your credit reports from Experian and from 

Transunion. I wasn’t charged, but in some states they can charge. For Experian, go to 

www.experian.com. The tab Credit Report Assistance has a subtab of Security Freeze. Click on that and 

they will direct you. Alternatively, you can call 1-888-397-3742. You will get a PIN to lock and unlock. 

Similarly, go to www.transunion.com and go to the tab Credit Report Assistance and to the subtab, 

Credit Freeze.  They will walk you through the process. You will get a PIN to lock and unlock.  
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Word of Caution! Go only to the official websites. Do not go to 

Freeze.transunion etc. These are probably fictitious accounts. In addition, all 

three are very aggressive about the credit protection services. I almost signed 

up for it without realizing the link. When it asked for my credit card information, 

I recognized this was a paid service. Sign up if you like, only chose one if you do.  

We hope this is helpful.  

Our comprehensive program at Edu4Retirement, Inc. is designed to teach people about retirement and 

the various issues that confront each person as they make their solo journey into retirement.  To obtain 

copies of other series, visit our website at http://www.edu4retirement.com/p/newsletters. 

 
We are forever learning as we go through this process, since family dynamics, personal desires and 
amounts involved can be infinitely different. However, the patterns we see in personal behavior and 
decisions of our clients make our experience very helpful to most. 
 
Michael Callahan, and Steve Tillona are available for any questions that may arise as you make this 
journey.  You may contact us at: 
 
Michael Callahan: 
mc@edu4retirement.com 
860-863-4155 
 
Steven Tillona 
stillona@edu4retirement.com 
860-863-9984 
 
Edu4Retirement, Inc. specializes in providing retirement education and advice to our clients along with 
appropriate investment products to assist in mitigating retirement risk. Please think of us when it comes 
to retirement planning.  We appreciate your referrals. 
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